3.7. Why Not Geoengineering?

**Geoengineering** is the large-scale alteration of the natural properties of the Earth or its atmosphere in an attempt to reduce global near-surface temperatures. The two primary categories of geoengineering that have been proposed are techniques to remove carbon from the air (**carbon capture techniques**) and techniques to increase the reflectivity of the Earth or its atmosphere to decrease the sunlight hitting the surface (**solar radiation management** techniques).

Carbon capture techniques have already been discussed. These include fossil fuels with carbon capture (Section 3.2), bioenergy with carbon capture (Section 3.4), synthetic direct air carbon capture (Section 3.6), and natural direct air carbon capture (Section 3.6). These are geoengineering techniques because they are intended to reduce the amount of CO₂ in the air to modulate the Earth’s average temperature. Of the carbon capture techniques, only natural direct air carbon capture is recommended in a 100 percent WWS world.

The main solar radiation management techniques that have been proposed include (1) injecting reflective aerosol particles into the stratosphere to reflect sunlight directly, (2) injecting fine sea spray particles into the air just above the ocean surface to increase the number and decrease the average size of cloud drops, thereby increasing the overall cross-sectional area of cloud drops, increasing their reflectivity, and (3) installing white roofs or roads.

The first problems with all these techniques are that none reduces the cause of global warming and none addresses air pollution or energy security. In fact, air pollution problems will become worse if solar radiation management techniques are implemented because the public and policy makers will become complacent, no longer feeling the urgency to address reduce global temperatures thus control fossil fuel emissions. Since air pollution chemicals are emitted from the same fossil fuel sources, a slowdown in the phase-out of fossil fuels will result in a slowdown in the reduction in air pollution emissions.

The second problem with the first two proposals is that both require continuous large-scale injections that only temporarily mask temperatures while allowing the continuous emissions and accumulation of contributors to global warming to continue. As such, any interruption of injections results in an immediate worsening of the climate problem due to the increased accumulation of CO₂e emissions that occurred during the period of injection.
The third problem with all the proposals is the unintended consequences. For example, reducing solar radiation to the land reduces crop yields, which can result in starvation in some parts of the world. Injecting aerosol particles into the stratosphere catalyzes ozone loss in the presence of halogens currently in the stratosphere. Injecting particles into the stratosphere or into the air above the ocean results in changes in weather patterns. Injecting particles into marine air also increases the concentration of particles entering populated coastal cities, increasing morbidities and mortalities from air pollution. Particles injected into the stratosphere ultimately deposit to the ground, increasing air pollution health and acid deposition problems as well.

An example of the possible unintended consequences of a geoengineering proposal is the potential impact of white roofs and roads on global climate. Although white roofs and roads reflect radiation, cooling buildings and the ground in cities locally, they may cause large-scale global warming (Jacobson and Ten Hoeve, 2012).

The first reason is that, because white roofs cool the ground locally relative to the air, they reduce the ability of air to rise, thus clouds to form. Since clouds are reflective, reducing cloudiness increases solar radiation to the surface. This increase may be greater than the decrease resulting from white roofs and roads, especially since clouds travel and spread beyond a city, so reducing clouds over a city has the impact of increasing solar radiation reaching the ground outside of the city.

Second, black and brown carbon in the air absorb sunlight, then convert that sunlight directly to heat, which is released to the air. In the presence of white roofs or roads, black and brown carbon absorb not only downward sunlight but also sunlight reflected upward by the white surfaces.

Finally, while white roofs cool buildings, reducing air conditioning energy requirements at low latitudes and during summer, the cooling increases heating energy requirements at high latitudes and during winter. In many places worldwide, heating requirements exceed cooling requirements, so adding a white roof to a building will simply increase fossil use to supply addition heat to the building.

A better solution than using a white roof is to install solar PV panels on a rooftop. The primary purpose of installing a PV panel is to generate electricity; however, panels also have several side benefits. Not only does a rooftop PV panel remove 20 percent of incoming solar radiation, converting it to electricity and cooling the underlying building, but the electricity it produces also displaces fossil fuel use and its emissions. The reduction in solar radiation due to a solar PV panel results in a negative anthropogenic heat flux (Section 3.2.2.2) thus a negative CO₂e emission (Table 3.5). In addition, because solar panels do not reflect solar radiation upward as white roofs do, solar panels don’t allow absorption of upward reflected sunlight by black and brown carbon. Similarly, because PV panels are warmer than is a white roof, PV panels don’t increase air stability thus don’t reduce cloudiness like white roofs do.

In sum, geoengineering through carbon capture is not recommended, with the exception of natural direct air capture by trees and reducing deforestation (NDACCS). Geoengineering through solar radiation management techniques are also not recommended. However, the use of rooftop PV panels, which reduce rooftop temperatures in addition to displacing fossil fuel electricity, is recommended as part of a 100 percent WWS energy infrastructure. Similarly, wind turbines not only displace fossil fuel emissions, but they also help to reduce globally averaged temperatures (Section 3.2.2.3, Table 3.5).
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